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Moreover, the bishops admitted that the Church must also acth ~lJ 

take part in seeing that individuals have adequate . h~alth care. Quo mr 
Pope John Paul II's encyclical, Redemptor Hommls, the letter sta .. ed 
"The Church cannot remain insensitive to whatever serves true vel 
fare, any more than she can remain indifferent to wh~tever t~uec: ~em 
it."4 "Church," however, should not be myopically VIewed simp y a1 

either an institution or a hierarchy. Each Christian is a member o thf 
·mystical body of Christ and thereby shares this tesp~ns~t lity 
Granted, the efforts to insure health care vary. Perhaps an Indn dua 
can only give financial support or some sort of volunteer wo~k. Thf 
burden, though, may be greater for those whom God has gif1 !d 3; 

physicians, nurses, and other health care work~rs- those who ouk 
avail their services to the needy through chantable programs. Ead 
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health care worker must ask if he simply runs a business or whet er hi A professor of theology at 
is doing the work of God. Consequently, the Chu~ch .on the ~a _on~ Marquette University, Father 
diocesan, and parish level, combined with the mentorwus actlv ies ° Keefe previously taught at Cani
religious communities dedicated to the health care apostolat E mu! sius College and St. Louis Univer
strive to fulfill this task. . . . sity. He received a doctor of 

Therefore, the starting point in dealing with the present { tsis _n jurisprudence degree from the 
America's health care delivery system is the recognition of the 1 nctit! Georgetown University Law Cen-

d "1 of human life. ·Bishop John R. Quinn of San Francisco sta ' ter and a doctorate in sacred 
health care is a right rooted in human dignity, then the stru · ure 0 theology from the Gregorian 
the health care system is not merely a question of politics, ecc omicf University in Rome. 
or bureaucracy; it is a moral question- there is an imperative 1at th1 This paper was given at a 
right be satisfied." 5 Once the concern for the individual as · numro March, 1983 program on Moral
life with an inherent dignity is established and respected, A m tca wv Ethical Education in Jesuit Pro
look beyond balancing a budget or making a profit in healtb u e aa fessional Schools, presented by 
restructure, reorganize, and redirect the abundant resources ,railabl members . of the Jesuit Confer
for an optimum mix to provide adequate health care to all. · 1is du~ ence of Nursing Programs and 
will not be easy or accomplished without opposition, but i nust b h.osted by the Marquette Univer-
faced in the light of the Gospel challenge. Slty College of Nursing. 
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This discussion of the relation which the ideals of Jesuit university 
educ~tion bear to the professional training of nurses will demand a 
certam brashness on my part and a corresponding patience on the 
r~ader's Patt. Though I am not particularly familiar with the training 
~h nurse~, I can speak of the relation of professional training as such to 

e Jesuit educational mission - a topic which any Jesuit on a faculty 
~Uch as Marquette's might be expected to address with some compe
t~nce. ~he Society of Jesus is, after all, a society of professionals, in 
t e ancient sense of people who are under final vows of commitment 
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0

1 the Church's mission. This, the religious sense of pr~fession, has 
co ored and transformed the meaning of professionalism as that is 
encounte d · · ta re In the so-called great professions - the clergy, the mili-

ry, the Physicians, the lawyers- for in the Christian West, all these 
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have been the occupation of vowed religious who have left upon t 1e pr~fessio?, to reduce it · to a mere .manipulation, more or less techno
priesthood, the military, medicine and law a cachet of discipline, of logiCall~ Informed, of people an? of things, for ends which are finally 
learning and of high responsibility. In the past, these were the h Jl- ~~If-serving and, when taken senously, areidolatrous: the false divin-
mark of an upper class, but now, under the impact of this Christ an Itles of wealth, of reputation, of pleasure, and of power. · 
transformation, they are seen to specify human existence across he T~e~e idolatries ~resent the permanent temptations of our fallen 
board. Nowadays, we are all nobly born. The problem is that of lh ng condition, the standing alternatives to a living faith and to that love of 
nobly, and here, as before, the classic professions can provide .a mo lei. hu~an~ty which is the counterfoil of the love of God. Christian edu-

Before all else, we learn that a profession is a self-donation, so m 1ch cation .m the professions exists in order that these temptations may be 
so that the professional is in some sense married. The law studer t is reco~~uzed as such. The professional schools informed by the Jesuit 
told that the law is a stern mistress, but he may have no other. 11he traditiOn have no other justification than the insistence, in season and 
soldier, thE physician are in a similar case, and the priest par e) eel· out, th~t all professionalism which is not directed to the greater glory 
lence. The professional bears what the lawyers call a fiduciary rela ion . of God Is bogus. 
not only to those who seek his professional aid, but also to the < Jill' 

Nursing Authenticity Not Questioned 
munity which warrants him, whether by ordination, by commis ion) 
or by admission to practice, for the professional is privileged. I- ~ or 
she is put in a position of trust, honor, and authority whose . xict 
correlative is the assumption of an extraordinary responsibility - one 
whose structures vary with the nature of the profession- but ' hich It is hardly the nursing profession which needs this remina'~... for 

the th t · · · · · "'~ ' -is, in every instance, an unconditioned moral obligation. So mea~ tredl · . au en Icity of the nursmg profession Is not much in question· its 
Idolatries a . F · ' a professional responsibility is -saved from becoming an idolatry only . re rare. rom the dawn of the Christian era the care of the 

· SICk has been 1· · d t ' by its assimilation to the worship of God, only by its dedication ·; ) H1s . . a re Igious u y, even an official religious duty- one 
service, by which all human benefaction must be judged. An al ono· assigned frrst to those "deacons" who were charged with the temporal 
mous profession becomes demonic. This is the lesson of Nurer Jurgl co~~erns of t?e Christian community. With the regulation of the 
where soldiers, lawyers and physicians alike were judged by thei1 eers rehgiO~s vocation which is associated with the rules of such founders 
and found wanting, convicted of having foresworn their ( llingl asil Basil, Augustine and Benedict, the care of the sick became assim-

ated to the r 1· · t' w· abused their authority and betrayed their trust. For so rna ~ ive a of h . e Igious voca IOn. Ith the Crusades, the several orders 
treason, for so blind and obdurate a crime, there is no expl· ation the 0~S~Itallers made this a ?rofessional concern, one which became 
short of the emergence of a false worship and the conversion 1f the of d~ary r~course of the Ill for the centuries before any other form 
professional class to a diabolic world-view. The dignity and th· honor relip~blic m~diCal care was proposed other than that which professed 
of the professions, as of all that is human, are sustained only )y thr h gi. us - Increasingly the orders of women - provided in their 

h . . ospitals and la t W'th th d . wors 1p of God. This is the single testimony of a cloud of wi 1esses their . . . zare s. . I e echne of the religious orders and 
Among that host, men such as Thomas More and Abraham incoln a il b~~~titutiOns at the time of the Reformation, the quality and 

k f h t va a ihty of s h d. . . h d may spea or t e lawyers. For the soldiers, the most eloqueJ , sta ~ w k uc care Immis e sharply. Nursing became mere scut 
ment of our time is that graven on the memorial of th1 Po list ha~~; ferformed in~ompetently , carelessly, grudgingly, by untrained 
infantrymen who died in the final assault upon Monte Cass ~ o. For En 

1 
or hare subsistence wages. Particularly was this the case in 

the physicians and nurses, not only Florence Nightingale a t 1 Clar~ th g ~nd, where the religious institutions had fared the worst during 
Barton speak, but also Camillus de Lellis, Catherine of Sie' a, ano pr~ ~formation, and where the secularization of medical care had 
those thousands of nursing sisters, known now but to God, ' .1 0 gave nur c~e ed the furthest. The early 19th century saw the quality of the 
their selfless lives to Him in the service of the -dying in d zens ~~ fro~ng ~lement ofmedical care reach its lowest point in that country, 
pestholes scattered across the globe andacross the centuries. ro tbeU then ;?Ich most of the contemporary American hospital practice was 
eloquence there is no rebuttal. Like beauty, it transcends all r gum en! Night" emg learned. The recovery from this nadir began with Florence 
simply by being there. Confronted by this testimony, we are ~ easur~ began ~~ale _an~ Clara Barton who, in England and the United States, 
and assessed, for it is our commitment, our deeds, our profession· Pline ~einst1tute, under the pressure of war, the training, the disci
which are in question, not theirs. The tradition of Christ i, •1 profer alwa;sa~e the devotion which nursing, as a religious profession, has 
sio_nalism does not await our judgment or approval; it is there , a fact ~ burden m_anded of those who accept that vocation and bear its 
being, and it judges us. To ignore this tradition is to traduce one: · and Its glory. 
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The contemporary world is one which proclaims, con . bri~, it 
secularism. It also attaches .great value to the label of professional T( 
be so described is understood as a high compliment, whether atta( ne( 
to athletes or to physicians, to mail sorters or to attorneys, to eJ ter 
tainers or to nurses. In fact, the term is used so lavishly that it has los 
its original and real meaning; it now refers to .a certain l~~e~ of co: 1p~ 
tence without invoking that notion of pubhc respons1b1hty wh 2h ' 

1nore valid usage knew. That this should be so is understa~< abl1 
enough: it is not an easy thing today to designate that authorr Y t( 
which one might be thought answerable for a level of perforn ana 
transcending a mere technical competence. Such is the heavy ~r- ~e o 
a secular society. A public professional vocation such as nursir ~ ~ht 
sick becomes incomprehensible, for the discipline and devotion , 'hid 
a vocation demands have no profane object. In such societies as our1 
the professions are continually threatened by that devaluation vh~cl 
would reduce them to mere functions, to trades, to ways of e rm~ 
money by the use of more or less esoteric skills: That this ca~ .h ~.ppe1 
to the professionalism of the lawyer, the soldier, the phys1c1~ 1, t~1 

priest - this needs no further demonstration. The ex~mples whi ? thJ 
century has offered of the· degradation of high callings to. spe 1es o 
technologically-informed manipulation are fresh in recent m mor) 
But we are here concerned with the profession, the voca· on o 
nursing, with the training which is the precondition of that pro ~ ssior 
and with the relation of that training and that professionalisn to th 
goals, the educational mission, of the Society of Jesus. 

I have said that the summary of the Jesuit professional tra j ng, i 
of Jesuit education generally, is its submission to a single criter m: tb 
greater glory of God. I have pointed out that this submission } iS bee 
the commonplace ·of the professions until the modern period when 
circumambient secularism began to make the serious inroads ' ) On th 
very possibility of professionalism which now constitutes · e mOl 

serious problem confronting professional training across the )ard, 1 

the point that the ancient commitments reaffirmed in th forrn! 
installation ceremonies are now often matters for irony, to .e take 
seriously only by the uninitiated. Such irony betrays an em; dness, 
vacuity of soul, the contemporary sickness and the ancie , desp~ 
which, having denied God, cannot take humanity seriously ei 1er. ltl 
a sickness ~hich was prevalent in the years when St. Ignat i1 · forme 
and led the Society of Jesus. The . Society was, in fact , f med 

1 

counter it, by the rededication of human energies to the gre· ter glot 
of God after the Renaissance explorations of human auto:' omY h~ 
sufficiently illustrated the futilities of that project. This mis~ n is .sl: 
proper to the Jesuits, for the sickness is a perduring one , e; ;tdeii11c

1 

our human condition, a pathology which yields finally or ly to tt~ 
Resurrection. 

Until that day when Christ shall come again, it is our common ta 

our responsibility and our high dignity to seek out, to promote, the 
greater glory of God. This conviction underwrites the existence of this 
Marquette College of Nursing. But such slogans become abstract. Com
parable pieties adorn the pediments, the letterheads of educati~nal 
institutions long secularized, long disdainful of their religious heritage 
and now anxious to disavow it. If a comparable oblivion is not to 
overtake us at Marquette, we must give a concrete, historical and 
contemporary content to this "glory of God" which is so easily, so 
lightly invoked. In _the first place, it is evident that we have to do with 
the created order. The uncreated order which is personal to God is 
beyond all comparatives, all attainment; we can no more increase it 
than we can diminish it. However we understand our relation to God 

' we can give to . Him only what we have first received. If the Jesuit 
motto is to have any concrete meaning, it must be understood that the 
glory of God is simply His creation, the world He has made, the 
people He has redeemed. In brief, it is His covenant, understood in the 
most comprehensive sense of the world whose center whose axis 

' ' wh?se creation is the Father's sending of the Son to give the Spirit by 
whiCh we may again belong to God. 

Living Gives Glory to God 

It is living in this world, refusing allegiance to any other, that gives 
glo~ to God, by that continual worship which is His praise, the cele
bration of His gift, the sharing of His sacrifice, the free return to that 
love with which He first loved us by creating us in Christ. There is 
then no aspect of our lives which is not thus covenanted, for the 
covenant and creation coincide: all else is counterfeit, fraudulent, a 
world God never made. Should this be thought extravagance, the over
statement which pulpits seem to induce in their fortunately . transient 
occupants, it would be well to think again. What I have said is as 
prosaic as the Baltimore Catechism which informed its readers long 
ago that God had made us to know Him, to love Him, to serve Him, 
and .to be happy with Him forever. We have no alternative to this, our 
de~hny, save damnation, and the Christian and Catholic tradition of 
thl~ university proposes that our human condition be taken very 
seriously . 
. Taken seriously, then, we are a covenanted people, and our profes

Sion, ~undamentally and formally covenantal, knows only a covenant 
morahty. To this we now turn. 
. Fundamental to the nursing profession, as to any other profession, 
~~the ~uthority which is the correlative of its responsibility. Because 
. e entirety of our Western culture is immersed in an authority crisis, 
In a radical confusion over the meaning, the function, the source of 
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authority in every context of its exercise, it may be tempting to post- however cogently they may be presented. Such criteria are no more 
pone a discussion of authority in its bearing upon the nursing prof ~s- ' than a pr?gram for the ab_olition of professional nursing as something 
sian until that confusion is somewhat reduced. Such a postponemt :nt obsol~te In the technologically advanced society, the society whose 
is not possible, however, except insofar as it masks an abdication of base IS ~ecular, ~onc?venantal, impersonal and inhuman, capable of 
the responsibility which authority connotes. The training an_d -~dr c~- ~uppor~mg t?at fiduci~ry relatio~, t~at trust and personal responsibil
tion of nurses, insofar as it is their preparation for responsibiht:v , IS Ity which giVes meanmg and dignity to all the professions, to all 
their training also in the meaning and exercise of authority. Whet .1er nurses. 
or not the nursing schools place much formal emphasis upon his 
element of the nursing profession, I do not know. Obviously' E Ich Ways to Underst. and Authority 
matter can be communicated in a myriad of ways apart from fo1 nal 
inclusion in a curriculum, and perhaps is best done so. It is import mt, 
however it be taught, that it be taught well, for without a clear re ~og· . The point i~ worth so~e stress. Fundamentally, there are two ways 
nit ion of the range and limit of their professional authority, it is idle of understanding authonty. One of these considers authority to be a 
to speak of the nurses' professional responsibilities. ma:t~r of the sup~ression of freedom in all those under authority. 

The professional' authority of nurses has suffered, like all pr 1fes· ThiS Is the paga~ view of the relation between divinity and humanity, 
sional authority, from its secularization. Deprived of its ultim tely husbands and Wives, masters and slaves, physicians and nurses nurses 
religious qualification, it becomes a species of authoritarianism, n 1uir· and patients. It is a notion which identifies freedom with disorder and 
ing servility on the one hand and arrogance on the other. Nursf ; a~e c~a~s, ~hich supposes that such evil is to be eliminated simply by 
commonly under the authority of physicians: too often they P1 rm1t ehmmatmg ~reedom, and gives this task to whomever has authority. 
this to be interpreted as some kind of social inferiority. On the . ,ther The alternative notion of authority is that which I have called cov
hand, nurses commonly exercise professional authority over pat ~nts : enantai. Its paradigm is the covenantal relation between God and His 
too often this, too, is interpreted as requiring the reduction ( : the people which is initiated in the Old Testament and completed in the 
patient to an inferior social status, to a childlike subservience That ~ew Testament, in the relation of Christ to the Church. This covenant 
such commonplaces are also aberrancies is evident enough. It ' less 18 a m~ital one, as we see from a very early period in the Old Testa
evident that over the long run they involve a real diminution f the ~ent, In the Book of Hosea, and as Paul stressed eight centuries later 
dignity of the profession, a neglect of its responsibilities, a :d a~ m the _Letter to the Ephesians. But here, authority creates, supports 
erosion of its authority. The responsibility of the nursing profeE wn l~ ~d affirms the freedom of those under authority, as Moses affirmed it 
the personal well-being, the care, of the patient. It is not the nper· ... ~sthose who fo!lowed _him~ a~ Jesus affirmed it in His disciples, as 
sonal well-being of the hospital. fr bands and · Wives affrrm It m each other and finally as rulers of 

f th ee so · t' ' ' It is, of course, quite true that the nurses are not in charge ) e Cie Ies must affirm it in those under the rule of law. There is 
hospital, but they are in charge of nursing care. This is a respo n ibilitJ f~~h~ps no elem_ent of Christian doctrine more difficult to accept than 
which they are not free to abdicate in favor of whatever admini .rative C ~h If_ we may Judge from the historical record. Over and over again 
ideal. Their professionalism is inseparable from this kind of n pons!· a ohc kings, bishops, superiors, husbands, wives, physicians and 
bility, and they are not free to .forego it, much less to deny . Thai ~~s:~ ~av~ reduced Christian virt~e- ~o s?me sort of childishness, to 
they do forego it, that a notion of nursing care which is imp ··sonal, t dication of personal responsibility In favor of servile obedience 
oriented to the well-being of the hospital rather than the patie1 is, for ~: au:hority figure. Obedience is certainly a Christian virtue, but 
practical purposes, forced upon the individual nurse by im lacable ca Ity ~s only servility. No Christian can be servile, and no Christian 
administrative demands has been the common criticism of JnteJJl· c~::uir~ servjJity of ~n~one el~e, particularly n_ot in the name of 
porary hospital care for a dozen years. It would be a rather w ,d-ey~ tion h n v~tue. The Chnstian notwn of the authonty-obedience rela
critic who placed the blame for this situation on the nurses. ·'here ll wif as said goodbye to all that. Authority, whether of husband or of 
plenty of blame around for everyone and, given the dominat ic 1 oft~l Po~' of hierarchy or of laity, of ruler or of citizen, is mutual. To 
modern hospital by physicians and professional administrat rs, it 1' ent ess ~ut?ority is also to be under authority, the qualitatively differ
clear enough that the initiatives which led to this situaL Jn· hal'l citiz:~ 

8
ority of one's . spo~se, one's fellow Christian, one's fellow 

another origin than the nursing profession. Nonetheless, to 1 apr& dignit . 0 to be ~uthonzed Is also to be free, to maintain one's own 
fessional is to place oneself under the criteria of the professit n and to given y In the affrrmation of the dignity of those for whom one is 
refuse to submit to any others, however inevitable they m a:. appeal· . responsibility by God. 
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The social order which arises out of this marital notion of ~uthorii Y 
could not be more different from or more radically co~tradictory t J , ' 

the social order of the pagan world, whether that paganism rests upc n 
some ancient creation myth or upon a contemporary ideology. T 1e 
Christian .social order is covenantal. It rests not upon power, ~ot U~' Ill 

the suppression of the freedom of others, but upon love which fir ~s 
its own freedom in a selfless devotion to the freedom of others. No~ IS 
this devotion abstract, a sort of generalized love of a ge~E ·al 
humanity. It is concrete with the concreteness of history, of marna ;e, 
of self-sacrifice in the here and the now. . 

The ultimate expression of this love, this covenant, this_ freedorr : IS 
the self-donation of Christ on the Cross, re-presented In the d: tly 
sacrifice of the Mass, in the bread and wine which cause the C~urcl _at 
once to be, and to be free, which at once cause and constltut~ Its 
worship. Christ, the 'King, is present among us as the servant, anc we 
Christians have no authority which might find any other base. To "e a 
professional, to possess and to exercise . the authority of th_e_ pr< tes· 
sional, is to enter upon that servitude which knows no servihty , md 
wants none, which grants no obeisance to arrogance, ~nd expe~ts r me. 

This professionalism is covenantal. Having affrrmed this si. veral 
times in several contexts, it is time to unpack the notion a d. to 
examine some little of its depth. First, this covenant, the reality - rh1ch 
it designates, is free. It is not an inference or necessary logical c ~d~c· 
tion from any prior truth, nor is it in any causal nexus with an~ priOr 
condition of its possibility. As the name of creation itself, it j pure 
gift, given ex nihilo. It is the gift of our free respons~bility ~ ·r t~e 
history through which the Lord of history redeems His peop 1 

•• Thl~ 
covenant, this good creation, this " community by which we bel •ng to 
God " is then gift and it is revelation. As we cannot provide it >Ut o! ' ' . . ~ 
our own resources so we cannot know of it by any conve twn 
wisdom, whether it' be ideology or technology. These enclose 1 s onl~ 
more firmly within our own necessities. The freedom of the :oven· 

· anted life is no latent possibility within us. It is rather th offer 
continually made us by the Author of all good things of the f • ~edo!ll 
which is His creation in us of our worship of Him. We have n • other 
reality than this. We may refuse it, but only to engage in t l' tt self· 
rejection which is damnation, the hatred of the real. Thi~ is the 
message of the Old Testament. It finds its final promulgatim in th.e 
eucharistic worship of the Church, by which the -Lord of hi . tor~ 1~ 
present to His people, sustaining their freedom and their dign ,ty 1n.a 
world which has no other hope than Him, and no other life than lJJS. 

Over the 4,000 years and more . since Yahweh revealed Hilnself to 
Abraham, and the perennial exodus of the chosen people ·rroi11 
paganism began, the implications of this liberation have bee me ever 
more explicit. They amount to the utter transvaluation of the rela· 
tions between human beings. To the pagan mind, old and conteJil· 

porary, there is a profound absurdity in the notion of a widely dis
tributed, widely shared freedom and dignity. Whether we look to the 
Babylonian creation myth current in the 3rd millenium before Christ, 
or to the gnostic visions which troubled Christianity in the 2nd 
century and emerged to do so again, continually, from the 12th cen
tury,. or to those dystopias such as Huxley's Brave New World or 
Orwell's Animal Farm which carry the signature of our own more 
contemporary despair, we discover a single theme: God's freedom 
diminishes man's, and mine diminishes yours. Whether recited in an 
ancient fable, in gnostic speculation, in medieval heresy, in post
Enlightenment ideology or in contemporary time-and-motion studies, 
the solution to the absurdity of human freedom, of human spontan
eity, human responsibility and human history is the annihilation of all 
of these, in order · that a single and necessary insight may prevail. 
Freedom is either absolute, unlimited power, or it is intrinsically con
tradicted, mere foolishness, a chaos awaiting resolution by some firm 
hand. 

Anaximander's Thinking 

Out of this pagan insight, Anaximander, five centuries before 
~h~st, concluded to the foundation of all motion and change, all 
fi~Ite vitality, in a primal injustice - the injustice by which some 

. t?mgs are different from other things. Like all later rationalists, this 
Sixth century Greek considered all reality to be absurd insofar as it is 
not reduced to an utter numerical unity, an unqualified sameness, an 
a~solute lack of difference, a unanimity without possibility of altera
tion. Long before him, the great Eastern religions had taught the 
sam~: the Hindu speculations which issued in the Upanishads, the 
Taoism of the I Ching which so fascinated college students a decade 
~o, the Buddhism which finds a classic expression in Zen mysticism. 
~e Greeks themselves made no fundamental advance upon this 

~~~mo~dial paga~ pess~mism even _in the m~st profound reaches of 

1 
tome and Anstotehan speculation, nor did the Romans in their 

t~:r ~evelop~e?t o~ Stoic moral doctrine. For all of_ the~e, all qualita-

b 
differentiatiOn m the world was taken to be Irrational unJ·ust a surd . , , 

th ' and in dire need of remedy. Always, the remedy proposed was 
d;f same- the reduction of all qualitative difference to a quantitative 
difference of more or less, and then the elimination of quantitative 
w e:ence through some egalitarian formula whereby the individual 
un~ otally devalued by submersion in a primary and radical unity: the 
th~ ~ 0~ the One, of t~e State, of the Cosmos, of Humanity, finally, of 
Wh' hOld, a speculative "black hole" of absolute unrelatedness, in 

I~ all c9ntention is drowned, all differentiation obliterated. 
imp the best minds known to the pagan world cultures could not 

rove upon the radical pessimism of the Babylonian Enuma elish, 
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which summed up, long before Abram left Ur, the futility of t" 1e . 

human condition in the melancholy maxim: "The gods have enslav· ~d 
men, that they might be free; they have reserved life to the~sel~ ~s , 
and given death to men," and if in our own time su~h a. nulhfi~a~J )TI 

of the dignity and freedom of the unique and qualitatively dish: td 
man or woman is still presented as the means whereby the problernf of 

. the world are to be solved, whether in terms of Nietzsche's superrr m, 
. of Marx's economic man, of Darwin's evolving man, of Skinner's p >si· 
tively reinforced man, or of whatever other bogus humanity rna~ be 
envisioned as the goal of the liberation-redemption process, we rna~ be 
reasonably sure that the ability to see past the futility of f 1ch 
schemes, and to believe in a redemption from evil through the ex lta· 
tion rather than the suppression of human responsibility and freec Jm, 
is an ability which must be given us. Very clearly we do not have t as 
our own native possession. This gift is the thing itself, the histc ·ical 
redemption. To be informed about it merely is to be informed ( f ~n 
absurdity. The Greek sophisticates whom Paul encountered on th· H1ll 
of Ares in Athens long ago knew this very well, for it is simply ir pas· 
sible to reconcile this optimistic view of the human condition with 
what worldly and sophisticated people know to be true. This is · m 
much the situation now as it was when Paul preached o the 
Areopagus. 

The gift is, of course, the covenant, the presence of God in 1d to 
His people. By this, their free and responsible history is the rnf ns of 
their salvation. No longer enigmatic and finally destructive )f all 
things human, no longer the meaningless succession of moment~ vhich 
pagan thinkers tried to nullify by numbering them, time is n o' more 
than number, more than quantity, for it is qualified, mad( to be 
history, the good creation, by the positive presence within it )f the 
Creator of all things, the Lord of history. This is, simply, t l good 
news- news so good that in Jess than three centuries it bee~ ae the 
public faith of the Mediterranean peoples, and had made the 'ormer 
pessimism an intellectual impossibility. Paganism was able t mrvive 
only by going underground, so to speak, as gnosticism. The' ·, hoW· 
ever, it remained, presenting to the new Christian optimist a con· 
tinual and recurrent temptation to the ancient pessimism, a .empta· 
tion perennially renewed in all the Christian centuries, inclw ing our 
own. But this pessimism is now only a temptation:_it is no .Jnger.a 
n~cessity of thought, and it is impossible to return to the •Jorld 1n 
wl~ich the good news had not yet been preached, to which ~he cov· 
enant had not been offered. 

As the choice between hope and despair becomes more star , so the 
necessity grows ever more urgent of understanding the natu re of the 
Christian hope. We need little instruction about despair for c ur wor!O 
is once more drenched with it inundated with all th~ ancient idol· 
atries, but without the innoce~ce which once imbued them and Ienl 

splendor to their hopelessness. For us, that pagan · innocence is no 
longer possible. Our melancholies are not golden; they are lies. 

Those of us who worship the Lord of history by entering into the 
covenant He offers must · find in any retreat from that worship simply 
the living out of a lie, the lie which rejects the covenant, the good 
creation which is our historical responsibility, and the revelation, 
Christ present in His Church, the one gift of truth upon which the 
C~ristian, the Catholic, must rely, without reservation, without regret, 
Without turning back, in a life which is at once gift and the acceptance 
of the gift. We can refuse the gift, the truth, upon which our dignity 
and responsibility are founded. When we do so, we turn instead to 
~hose li?s which deny our dignity in order to acquit us of responsibil
Ity, which degrade, diminish and destroy the image of God in us in 
order that some pseudo-absolute, often of an exceeding pettiness, 
~ay ~ot be made ridiculous by our freedom, our responsibility, our 
htstoncal concreteness as Christian. 

Insinuation Recalled 

s By ~ay. of i~lustration, some of you here present may recall the 
?lemn msmuation of a decade past that the American bishops' direc

tives ~o~. the governance of Catholic hospitals were incongruous in a 
pl~rahstiC society in that they imposed Catholic morality upon a 
c~~ntele perhaps uncomfortable, on occasion, with that Catholic 
VIsion of hospital ethics. By a pleasant happenstance, I was accorded 
the opportunity by the officers of the Catholic Hospital Association 
to reply to this pusillanimity in the pages of Hospital Progress exactly 
~~ yea~s ago .. What ?a? be~n proposed was the nullification of the 

urch s healing mission m favor of the superior dynamic the su . . ' 
fr penor moral standing of an uncovenanted world-view. This retreat 
coo~ history is still proposed to every level of Catholic life. It will 
W~ mue to be proposed for as long as the Church and history endure. 
Then that proposal is accepted, we find progressively, what it entails. 
th e golden legend, the vision of a new humanity unencumbered by 

e baggage of .our covenanted history, begins to grind out the raw 
uncovenanted reality- the life which Hobbes described as solitary 

d
Poor, nasty, · brutish and short. It is solitary, because community' 
emand d' · nast 8 Ignity; p~o.r, b~cause only love can a!ford to be unselfish; 

th Yf because of being without transcendence, Incapable of worship, 

beere ore unclean; brutish, because of being loveless; and short 
cause f b · . . ' T . 0 . etng for this world only, and the world IS fleeting. 

co 0 hve m such a world is to cooperate in one's degradation, for the 
of v~n~nt we are offered is not one option among many possible ways 
cm:tmg h~m~n. Th~ onl~ hu?Ian possibility is that .which is real in 

' Which 1s reahzed 1n fatth and hope and chanty. There is no 
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world in which we may live other than that which God made good JY 
His presence within its history. To turn away from this is to tl rn' 
toward nothingness, to realize a lesser and yet lesser humanity, to 
enter upon that decline whose image is the unending descent into · he 
abyss. For this entry upon self-destruction, only a single choic1 is 
necessary. Given this choice, one has chosen to choose no longer, 1as 
chosen to abdicate all responsibility, all authority, in favor of c Jn· 
formity to some timeless nonhistorical absolute which hehcef( rth 
takes the place of God, and proceeds to devour His people. 

Such surrenders are rarely dramatic. Not many of us find oursE ves 
suddenly summoned to a supreme moment of choice between hen ism 
and betrayal. We live our professional lives in prosaic circumstance , to 
the extent that it can be startling to be reminded that for all our 
everydayness, we . are not prosaic, not pedestrian, but are ach 
endowed with a unique dignity unmatched by that of anyone ~lse, 
with a responsibility and an authority which are integral with our 
worship of God, with a unique historical significance to which o tly a 
transcendent destiny can respond, for we are judged finally by no -hin~ 
on this earth but by God alone. 

It is this dignity which underwrites all professional authority It is 
this dignity which demands of every professional a recognitior of a 
comparably unique dignity in all persons under that authority and 
charges him or her with a service and a self-donation whosE only 
model is the love by which God first loves us. But this love _; the 
meaning of freedom in history of responsibility and authorit., It is 
not achieved by a single choice, . nor by any possible combinat Jn of 
free choices. However much we have done, Christian professio ' alisrn 
suggests that we have not done enough. Such suggestion can b come 
neurotic, a kind of self-flagellation. It is saved from this juridj :alisrn 
by being love, not law. Love has no outer limits. It does not co1 strain 
our freedom, but rather con:stitutes it. Without love, we must be either 
slaves or despots, as the pagan thinkers knew who did not kn w the 
Crucified, the Servant Whose . freedom was total in a tot: . seli· 
donation. 

To be a professional is to serve the people of God, the com 1unitY 
which is humanity, and to do so responsibly, under authorit ·, with 
authority. This cannot be understood except in terms of the c<. venant 
which is fulfille4 and perfected in the life and death and resm :ection 
of Jesus, Who is the Christ. To be a professional in this full set se is to 
devote one's life to the greater glory of God. No profession d . ~mands 
of its adepts this full measure of professionalism to a greater extent 
than_ that of nursing. No priest, lawyer, soldier - or physici;: ~ is al 
continually presented with the full range of human derelictio ~l as the 
nurse i~ hospital. practice, nor as continually challenged by the 
temptation to avoid the extravagance of love which is the cross, nor al 

continually confronted by practices and attitudes which are erosive, 

finally destructive, of professional responsibility and authority. The 
inroads which have been made upon this professionalism by the 10 
years of Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton~ not only in the nursing 
profession, but in that of lawyers and physicians as well- needs no 
illustration here. Nonetheless, if it is true, as all the evidence indicates, 
that . the abortionists were first put in their -bloody business by the 
professional defections of lawyers and physicians working hand in 
hand, it is also true that without the cooperation of comparably per
verted segments of the nursing profession, this abomination would 
~ong since have ceased. The professions, including the clergy, have 
mtroduced this homicidal institution into our society; · there are now 
vest~d interests in keeping it there, and apart from a widespread pro
fessiOnal revolt, there it will remain, despite the almost universal dis
avowals by the politicians of any personal approval of the practice. 
. If there is, as I believe, a real relation between the training and educa

tion of professional nurses (or lawyers or physicians or priests) and the 
g?als of Jesuit education, in our day it must be evidenced by a recogni
tion that the most flagrant and deadly professional scandal of our time, 
the abortion business, confronts our professional schools as a blasphe
mous mockery of everything they stand for, of every reason they have 
for existence. Our response to this professional insult has not been on a 
level with that which has removed racism and sexism and anti
Semitism from legal institution, from professional accommodation. 
Our complaisance with the abortion scandal is close to condonation. 
Let us priests, physicians, lawyers, nurses, even soldiers- for it is 
professionalism itself which is an issue- honestly ask ourselves if 
~here _has been a single notable change in our training programs which 
18 a drrect response to this challenge. I have the impression that there 
h~s ~ot been·; that we rejoice rather when we are able, infrequently, to 
elu~mate from secular training programs those disabilities which an 
anti-abortion stance regularly imposes upon the tyro. I believe that 
after the passage of 10 years, we are still too imbued with a false 
w h" J or~ Ip of a false pluralism to dare to speak to the full values of a 
J esu~t ~ducation, of a Jesuit professional training, even within our own 
. :suit Institutions. The devices by which our professional responsibil
Ities have become dilute and their covenantal dimensions suppressed 
~e those also by which we remove ourselves and others from the 
Isiory whic? i~ ?ur salvation because it is God's gift. 

very period In history presents one same challenge to faith, to the 
c~vena~ted life. It is not history which here repeats itself, to the point 
~ t~~lUm, but infidelity, for negations have no novelty. Only the 

u Is ever ancient, ever new. The Society of Jesus exists only to 
::: ~he challenge of infidelity, and to educate and to train others to 
h" t It, for the challenge is, at bottom, a summons to retreat from 
~s ory' from the good creation, from the freedom of the covenant, 

orn all personal responsibility and authority. We must return, in our 
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Jesuit professional schools, to an always unpopular _the_me, the ex is; 
tence of authority, and of responsibility, as integral , Indispensable, to 
all professional practice. We must present this them~ not as soJ ne 
abstract principle, but in its concreteness, as the worship of th~ Lc rd 
of history,. as covenant virtue, as faith, as hope, as. cha~Ity. This. w_ ~r· 
ship, taken seriously, is public and historical. It bnngs Into pubhc tfe 
the liberation from those idolatries which in our time have deman< ed 
such horrific sacrifices, such universal hatred of those human bei 1gs 
whose dignity is our responsibility, and for_ ~hose c_are _our pro e~· 
sional authority exists. Any professional training whi~h Ignores h1s 
responsibility, which does not inculcate a corresp~n~Ing use of J :o· 
fessional authority, is not worthy of the name for It IS not, as pre :es· 
sional training must be, directed to the greater glory of God. 
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Abortion: AReligious Issue? 

Sister Mary Margaret Mooney 

Sister Mary Margaret Mooney submitted the following paper while 
pursuing studies at the Catholic University of America . 

. Statements by "freedom-of-choice" proponents contending that 
"right-to-life" advocates are attempting to transform into law specific 
religious beliefs are not new to the abortion debate; such statements 
are increasing in frequency. No one, whatever his personal position, 
would deny that there is a religious dimension to abortion. However, 
recognition of a religious viewpoint is not tantamount to identifying 
a?ortion as a religious issue. Neither is basic agreement with the prin
Ciple that the whole moral life of man is not to be subsumed into law 
eqivalent to declaring unlawful any law with moral overtones. 

Nevertheless, the identification of a pro-life position with religion 
(usually a specific religion, i.e., Roman Catholicism) continues to dis
tort presentations in the political forum. A typical pronouncement is 
that of the executive director of Americans United for Separation of 
Church and State. Pro-abortionists, he says, "seek only to prevent 
g?~ernment from imposing the views of some religious groups on all 
Citizens by law."1 ·While the ignorance of history evident in such state
~e~~s tends to make them unprovocative of serious consideration, the 
lllsidiousness of the gtammar as well as past experience indicate the 
Prudence of responding to both their content and their assumptions. 
h Religion, a specific system of conduct based on a belief in a super
t"uman Power{s) one is is obliged to obey and worship,2 offers a direc
~~n for_ behavior stemming from a faith experience. Societal values 
fr uenc~ng and influenced by the behavior of individuals are never 

ee of religious "taint." Whatever its theological core, a religion has 
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